FIGURE 1. “PVLEGS” Checklist for Presentation Delivery

Poise

n I appear calm and confident.
n There are no distracting behaviors.
n I recorded myself and watched for fidgeting, shuffling,
and odd tics.

Voice

n My voice is just right for the space—not too loud or
too soft.
n Every word can be heard. 		
n I don’t mumble or blur words together.

Life

n I have feeling/emotion/passion in my voice during
the entire talk.
n Listeners can hear that I care about my topic.
n I have appropriate life in my voice. (Enthusiasm for
things I’m excited about; sadness for sad topics; anger
for upsetting things; etc.).		

Eye Contact

n I look at every listener at some point during my talk.
n My eye contact is natural and fluid. 		
n If I use notes, I only glance at them quickly to remind
myself of key points.
n I talk to my audience, rather than read at them.

Gestures

n My hand gestures add to my words.
n Emphatic hand gestures make key points stand out.
n Descriptive hand gestures make it easy to visualize
my talk.
n My face is full of expression. Facial gestures add to
my words.
n I lean in, shrug, and use other body motions to engage
the audience.

Speed

n I speed up, slow down, and pause where appropriate to
add to my message.
n I change pace for effect.
Note: PVLEGS stands for Poise, Voice, Life, Eye Contact, Gestures,
Speed. When I shared this checklist with my class, a student called
out, “P V Legs!” and the acronym stuck.
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use the more understandable term life, telling students
that speeches come alive when a speaker has life in
their voice. (See Figure 1 for a sample checklist with
terms all teachers could agree on for elements of good
presentation delivery.)
No teacher needs to be responsible for teaching
every aspect of speaking, just as no one teacher teaches
all the pieces of effective writing. Instead, divide and
conquer. Infuse speaking lessons and practice in many
areas. In kindergarten, interview students on their
birthdays. As they talk about their favorite food or toy,
teach them about being sure every listener can hear
every word. For the 4th grade oral book report, teach a
lesson about adding life so that the exciting parts of the
book really seem exciting. For the traditional Supreme
Court case presentations in 8th grade social studies,
teach a lesson about audience analysis and how to
connect with the audience. You’ll end up hearing more
talks the class actually gets absorbed in than talks
where the speaker rotely goes through all elements
required to be in the speech. (“The name of my case
is . . . the Amendment involved was . . . the decision
was . . .)

Time to Give Oral Skills Their Due

It’s time to give oral communication skills the
emphasis they deserve in our schools. For years we
have tolerated mediocre student presentations with
an “Oh well, that’s just how they talk” attitude. Now
it’s time to move to “Ah, but that is not how they can
talk. Let’s give them help.” Their lives will be
better for it.
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